InVest: 25 – Picture a Pyramid over your Property
Mark-Age was founded in Miami, Florida in 1960 by El Morya-Mark and Nada-Yolanda. When
Mark-Age moved its headquarters in 1980 from Miami to Davie, Florida, we began to implant
the I Am Nation on Earth. We purchased twenty acres of land whose boundary was more or
less a square. On January 16, 1980, Yolanda first saw a pyramid of light being anchored over
this land. On January 23, 1980, Sananda-Jesus with Lord Michael channeled the following:
“The pyramid of light is being built gradually and slowly over the I Am Nation properties. This is
both literal and figurative in its symbology. To us on the etheric and the celestial planes, this
pyramid is a solid energy, a wall of light. It must be built up from the Earth level. Therefore, it
has no apex which can be discernible to your mortal visions and extrasensory perceptions.
“As a matter of solid fact, from our score, you must realize
this energy force field has a substance from which we
rebuild and restructure the entire Earth plane vibratory rate
for the new incoming fourth dimensional frequency. You
must try to visualize this with us who remain in the invisible
planes of action, guiding and guarding you in this joint
endeavor.
“It works from the ground up in layers, such as the stories
of a huge building. Therefore, we ask you to secure all four
corners of the foundation stone of this I Am Nation literally.
Seal it in your consciousness. Seal it also with some Earth
plane substance, such as plants, shrubs or trees. Visualize
it as the base of the pyramid.
Airbrushed drawing by Ross Feldner, 1986
“We will work with you in building the etheric substance in mind materials. But that will take a
long period of time; no less than ten years, and not more than twelve to fifteen years at most.
Thus, as you now comprehend in Earth terms, we are speaking of building the pyramid of light
for an extended time.
“Specifically, we are conveying to you that there is no closing to the top of the pyramid. The top
is open for the incoming light vibrations, which shall affect all who come to visit and to work on
this land and in this holy site.
“You have to work from the ground up. We have to work from the opening at the top. That
remains beyond your imaginations and mortal understandings. If you build with us cooperatively
and express the confidence in your missions of which we speak, the security of our land grant is
secure.
“The I Am Nation is a reality. The peoples of this Earth planet will come to have confidence in it,
based on the confidence you plant. A single seed can and will feed the entire Earth.”
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Visualization: See yourself within a 12-foot pyramid of light. Visualize this pyramid growing and
expanding until it encloses and protects the immediate boundaries of your apartment, condo,
duplex or house on a city lot or involving rural acreage. Imagine the pyramid growing bigger until
its base, depending on the size and shape of your property, may be about 144 feet long -- this is
literally and symbolically 12 times bigger than the base of your personal pyramid. This large
pyramid over your home is your individual I Am Nation center of light.
Leave the apex of the pyramid open for communion with the ascended masters, angelic hosts
and space visitors. Be well-grounded and construct this pyramid from the bottom up. Wisely
build in layers of positive, constructive and uplifting thought forms of light. Via this upwardpointing pyramid, you invest in the I Am Nation that is descending into it (see drawing below).
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See this descent in the form of an upside down-pyramid of light or a light-filled V, whose
downward-pointing apex intersects with the upward-pointing apex of your pyramid on Earth.
This represents the investing of Spirit in you and your temple of light. As above, so below.
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Merging as one, the two pyramids or triangles or temples form the Star of David, representing
full I Am consciousness and the I Am Nation on Earth.
Be the temple of light that you are. Wisely invest in the I Am Nation. So be it.
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